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UncleJoe  
 
Biden puts Trump to shame 
 
Biden made the case that Trump fundamentally doesn’t
understand the job. “Trump offers no moral leadership;
seems to have no interest in unifying this nation, no
evidence the presidency has awakened his conscience in
the least,” he said.
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Biden recounted the parade of Trump horribles — from Charlottesville (“very fine

people on both sides”) to raising fear of a refugee “invasion” to calling Baltimore a

“disgusting, rat-infected and rodent mess” that “no human being” would choose to

live in.
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Biden did accuse Trump of pouring fuel on the fire, retweeting white nationalist

messages and cutting funding to fight domestic, white nationalist terrorism.  

 

He said Trump’s invoking of mental health as the issue was “a dodge”
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“Indeed we have a president with a toxic tongue who has publicly and

unapologetically embraced a political strategy of hate, racism and division.” 

 

Biden then called on the country to take up the challenge and do what Trump can’t.  

 

#EmbraceUnity
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“Stand together. Stand against hate. ...  

 

Treating everyone with respect.  
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Giving everyone a fair shot.  

 

Leaving nobody behind.  

 

Giving hate no safe harbor.”
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The essence of America is its creed. Ironically (or tragically), this is how conservatives

used to talk, before they became yes-men for Trump or argued that his defacing

democracy was tolerable because of judges or tax cuts. 

 

“Everyone knows who Donald Trump is.”
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We need to show them who we are. We choose hope over fear. Science over fiction.

Unity over division. And, yes — truth over lies.” 

 

Students for Trump founder pleads guilty to posing as lawyer in $46K scam 

 

Obama remembers Toni Morrison as a 'national treasure'
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Global Human Rights Movement Issues Travel Warning for the US Due to Rampant

Gun Violence 
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The El Paso shooting suspect’s mother called the Allen, TX Police Department weeks

before the shooting because she was concerned about her son owning an “AK” type

firearm
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Inside the mysterious Manhattan apartment building on East 66th Street, where

underage models, lawyers, and key players in Jeffrey Epstein’s sex-trafficking circle

all live.  

 

Ex-Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak is a frequent visitor.
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U.S. stocks seesaw as global trade fears spark overseas rate cuts; Dow plunges more

than 500 points 

 

India Annexes Kashmir and Brings Us Back to Partition 

Subjugating an entire people wasn’t enough for Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
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Fort Detrick lab shut down after failed safety inspection; all research halted

indefinitely 

 

A 'hero' grandfather, a teen, an Army vet: These are the victims of the El Paso

massacre 

 

Judge Orders Federal Agencies To Release Khashoggi Records
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Investing in Overdue Maintenance at National Parks Could Generate 100,000 Jobs 

 

Every region of U.S. would see benefits of addressing the almost $12 billion backlog 

 

NRA chief sought purchase of $6 million mansion in wake of Parkland shooting

#Grifter
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Fmr SecDef Jim Mattis rejoins General Dynamics board 

 

Outbreak investigation underway after Atlanta Sheraton hotel guest dies, others

sickened by Legionnaires’ disease 

 

8 Federally Indicted For the Embezzlement and Laundering of Funds from the

Miccosukee Casino
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House Judiciary Committee on Wednesday filed suit to compel former WH counsel

Don McGahn's testimony 

 

“An FBI official tells @ABC that Director Chris Wray "is in the process of briefing

congressional leadership from both parties" on the recent mass shootings. “
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NY Expands NRA Inquiry to Group’s Board Members 

 

At issue is whether the NRA was using funds designated for charitable purposes

appropriately, & if payments made to board members, officers & affiliated parties

li d / l t t l & fid i q i t
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complied w/ relevant tax laws & fiduciary requirements
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NRA Stares Down Gun Backlash Without Its Old Power Brokers 

 

The massacres in El Paso & Dayton are the first major test of the gun group without

its former lobbyist and PR firm. 

 

U.S. State Dept Official Involved in White Nationalist Movement, Hatewatch

Determines
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Th d ti t i id t thi t k d i El P h i d th i
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The domestic terror incident this past weekend in El Paso has energized the growing

“accelerationist” bloc of the white power movement, which argues violence is the only

way to achieve its goal of creating a white, non-Jewish ethnostate.😱
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Kyrgyzstan's wanted ex-leader evades arrest 

 

N. Christopher: Missing scientist found dead on Greek island of Ikaria 

 

Instagram's lax privacy practices let a trusted partner track millions of users' physical

locations, secretly save their stories, & flout its rules
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NATO needs to address China's rise, says Stoltenberg 

 

North Korea 'stole $1.6bn for weapons via cyber-attacks 

 

FBI issues subpoenas as part of widening sports trading card fraud investigation 

 

Boeing Crash Families Ask F.A.A. for Full Review of 737 Max
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Trump is not a ‘great deal-maker.’ His trade issues with China make that obvious. 

 

PR swears in new gov after SupCt rules Pierluisi must step down 

 

The Latest: MS immigration raids net 680 arrests 

 

GOP Support for Increasing Presidential Powers Surges... #traitors
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Pipe-bomber Cesar Sayoc's lawyers named Trump in their defense.  

 

They won't be the only ones. 
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Sayoc may be the most high-profile defendant to at least partially blame the

president’s rhetoric in a court of law.  

 

But he’s unlikely to be the last.
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Trump Steps Up Fed Attack, Calls It Incompetent & Urges Cuts 

 

Cloudflare Is Protecting a Site Linked to a Neo-Nazi Terror Group 

The Silicon Valley giant is protecting a site linked to a known neo-Nazi terror group

from virtual attacks aimed at knocking it offline.
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Recession fears hammer U.S. 30-year yields to near-record low 

 

Walmart Workers Plan Walkout to Protest Gun Sales 

 

Post-9/11 Intel Center Now Going After Domestic Terror

Joe Biden’s Epic Speech 

 

Thank you Sir! You gave millions hope today. @JoeBiden  

 

Joe Biden
@JoeBiden

WATCH LIVE: Joe Biden Speaks in Burlington, Iowa 
twitter.com/i/broadcasts/1…
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LIVE: Joe Biden Speaks in Burlington, Iowa
Joe Biden @JoeBiden

Students for Trump founder pleads guilty to posing as lawyer in $46K scam 

Students for Trump founder pleads guilty to posing as lawyer in $46K …
The founder of Students for Trump pleaded guilty Tuesday to running a $46,000
scam in which he posed as a lawyer and gave legal advice.

https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-students-for-trump-founder-guilty-20190806…

Post-9/11 Intel Center Now Going After Domestic Terror 

Post-9/11 Intel Center Now Going After Domestic Terror
How the government’s “knowledge bank” has quietly mobilized against the rising
white-supremacist threat.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/national-counterterrorism-center-set-up-after-911-now-g…

A 'hero' grandfather, a teen, an Army vet: These are the victims of the El Paso

massacre 
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A 'hero' grandfather, a teen, an Army vet: These are the victims of the …
Here is what we know about the victims of the El Paso, Texas, Walmart shooting.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/hero-grandfather-teen-army-vet-these-are-vi…

‼ BREAKING 

 

Leslie Wexner Says Jeffrey Epstein ‘Misappropriated Vast Sums of Money From Me’ 

 

Billionaire behind Victoria’s Secret, in letter to foundation, says disgraced financier

misappropriated at least $46 million 

Leslie Wexner Says Jeffrey Epstein ‘Misappropriated Vast Sums of Mo…
Leslie Wexner, the billionaire behind Victoria’s Secret, said his former money
manager Jeffrey Epstein misappropriated more than $46 million of his fortune.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/leslie-wexner-says-jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-vast-s…
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